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Why one great idea can improve
welfare even more than an injection of
cash

• My journey

• How do people improve welfare?
• Why do people join us?
• Why do we need volunteers?
• Investing in your profile
• Investing in your environment
• What does a volunteer do?
•

investment in people

• What's the impact?
• We are all at Different stages of the journey

My journey into animal welfare
•

1997 – started volunteering at my local Dogs Trust (NCDL back in those days) why?

•

1998 – Went to a local animal welfare college to study animal care ( 2 year course)

•

1999 – spent a (college) year doing work experience at Dogs Trust Shrewsbury (my other placement
was at a safari park)

•

2000 – fortunate to land a job as a canine carer at our Shrewsbury centre

•

2002 – promoted to CC2 dog trainer

•

2004 – promoted to Training and Behaviour Adviser

•

2010 – promoted to Deputy head of training and behaviour

•

2017 – changed roles to work in a brand new area within Dogs Trust called Professional Development

•

2019 – Leading a team developing new staff training, supporting resources and developing our staff
and volunteers to improve welfare standards across our organisation

•

2020 - ??

How does investing in people improve welfare?

What do we think has the greatest impact on the dogs?
Anyone who handles/interacts with the dogs in your care on a regular basis will influence their wellbeing
Simple routine activities can have a huge impact on the dog’s welfare.

Cleaning
Feeding
Moving dogs
Handling dogs
Equipment use
Noise levels during these activities
Frustration
Anxiety
Fear

Promotion of welfare
9 Duty of person responsible for animal to ensure welfare (1) A person commits an
offence if he does not take such steps as are reasonable in all the circumstances to
ensure that the needs of an animal for which he is responsible are met to the extent
required by good practice. (2) For the purposes of this Act, an animal’s needs shall
be taken to include—
(a) its need for a suitable environment,
(b) its need for a suitable diet,
(c) its need to be able to exhibit normal behaviour patterns,
(d) any need it has to be housed with, or apart from, other animals, and
(e) its need to be protected from pain, suffering, injury and disease

I would imagine we all recognise these 5 welfare needs

Why do people join us?
• Like my journey it can be in part, for some self serving reasons
• It may be a way to interact with animals due to their own circumstances
• It may be a pathway to employment
• It may be part of a scheme, unemployment or education
• It may make them feel better about the situation that surrounds them

• It may just make them feel good (There are no bad reason here)

Investing in your profile
Getting people is the first step
People need to know who you are and what you stand for
However difficult it may be its important they don’t feel judged for their lack of understanding or their apparent lack of
passion – not everyone (possibly no one) is as passionate about your charity as you are.
That passion grows with a sense of belonging
Think about any long term volunteers you have and how and why they have become so important to your organisation

Getting volunteers is hard but keeping them is often
harder, why is that?
•

Why do they stay?
• They feel welcome
•
•
•
•

•

Part of the team
Valued
That their presence makes a difference
They stay for the dogs (this alone isn’t often enough to keep them long
term)

How can we influence that?
• See above

• “The best bit about volunteering is when after weeks or maybe even
years of helping look after a dog, you watch them walk off to a happy
future with their new family, knowing you have played a part in making
it possible. There’s nothing more rewarding.”

Invest in your environment
People come to help but stay if they are valued and feel comfortable in the environment
•

A simple clean toilet should not be underestimated

•

A place to have a break and get a drink

•

A place where they can see the success of the organisation and photos of dogs that have been rescued,
rehomed, rehabilitated

•

A place to talk and socialise with other volunteers

Investment in people

Why do we need volunteers?
What can people do when they come to volunteer?

Cleaning
Feeding
Walking
Rehoming
Training
Vet care
Office admin
Maintenance
Fund raising
Recruitment
Driving
Catching
IT
Cuddling

Investment in people
Celebrate achievements
Support their development
Volunteer training
Recognition of service
Responsibilities

Offer what you love to do not just what you hate doing
Help form bonds to each other and to the dogs
Celebrate anniversaries

What's the impact?
With trained volunteers your standard of care goes up
Cleaning
Handling
Feeding
Interactions
Vet care
Equipment use

Best practice becomes consistent
With set standards of care that your volunteers are not only aware of but promote and support others with the consistency improves.

Reputation of the charity improves
With an environment that has a good atmosphere and welcoming attitude more people are likely to visit
When people talk about your charity in a positive way, especially in todays social media world! The more likely your charity will be supported

Awareness of the charity improves
With improved awareness comes a greater responsibility, building and maintaining (no strike that) continually improving standards means you gain a following
(not all positive)
With greater awareness comes greater support As a charity I have seen Dogs Trust grow and grow in the last 20 years
Desire to volunteer goes up (more people join)
Volunteers talk about their work to their friends and colleagues
People want to become part of something amazing (they just don’t know it yet)

We are all at different stages of the journey
Lets try not to get too focussed on the now but instead lets keep looking forward without forgetting where we came
from and see how we can gain the next milestone in our journey
What's next?
What could we do that sets someone on a journey?
How can we provide the inspiration for others to join our work?
Take a moment to think about someone in your organisation that could be the next you

Lets hear from one of our volunteers

https://youtu.be/caBqaYUo2BE?list=PLjhy4EK80gvKAS5gmKiJr
0dMcDGn5GKge

Thank you

